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With the technological advancement, China’s high-speed rail (HSR) has achieved a higher running speed than ever before, which
at the same time leads to the intensive competition between air and high-speed rail with trips within 500–1000 km, as well as to the
significant changes of travelers’ air-to-HSR choice. In order to explore the dynamic adaptation of travelers’ choice of high-speed
rail (HSR) and air in the case of HSR speed-up, a logit dynamics model of travelers’ choice based on evolutionary game was
constructed to describe the evolution of travelers’ choice. With HSR-air travel time and the ticket price of origin-destination (OD)
points of Beijing-Shanghai as the benchmark, the study set up two scenarios of HSR speed-up and compared and analyzed their
payoffs in value. On the basis of mathematical simulation, the travelers’ “air-to-HSR choice” and the change of competition range
under the background of HSR speed-up were both discussed. ,e result indicated that the HSR speed-up would attract more
travelers, and its share rate would rise to 58.31% and 72.73%, respectively, with HSR running speed increasing to 400 and 600 km/
h; the marginal utility of HSR speed-up is more obvious, and in the meantime, the increase of HSR running speed extends the
intense HSR-air competition range to longer-distance travels. In the case of HSR speed-up, travelers’ choice changes as well. ,e
HSR operators themselves should formulate reasonable ticket prices and improve their management. At the same time, the air
operators should adjust their operation plan in time.

1. Introduction

At present, considering the resource allocation of long-
distance travel in China, high-speed rail (HSR) and air travel
have held a dominant position. ,ough HSR development
started relatively late compared with air travel, its im-
provement remains rapid. Since the Beijing-Shanghai High-
Speed Railway was opened more than 10 years ago, China’s
high-speed railway network has expanded to 35000 kilo-
meters, and the passenger flow has reached 2.29 billion,
which indicates that HSR has become the main competitor
of air [1]. Empirical analysis shows that during the rapid
development of high-speed rail, airlines’ ticket prices, routes,
and profits have been negatively affected [2–4]. For example,
in France, air traffic has dropped by 50% between Paris and

Lyon after several years of HSR operation [5]; in Korea, air
transportation demand has reduced by 34% to 75% between
Seoul and Daegu by the stated preference model calibration
[6]. In this case, we analyzed the dynamic adaptation process
of travelers’ air-to-HSR choice under different HSR speed-
up scenarios and then studied the new change of compe-
tition range between HSR and air.

From the perspective of the development of the two sys-
tems, the transportation speed of the air systemhas been kept at
800 km/h and above, while the speed of the railway system has
accelerated from 120km/h in the general-speed-railway era to
350 km/h in the high-speed-railway era due to continuously
upgrading technologies, and the latest trial shows that the
highest trial speed of China’s HSR can reach 605 km/h.
According to the analysis of historical data, the fierce
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competition between HSR and air may occur within 1000 km,
especially within 400–800km/h, so when the HSR speed
reaches 605 km/h [7, 8], what changes will happen to the new
round of competition range and what kind of adaptation will
travelers face when they make choices? To answer these
questions, with the travel time and ticket price of origin-
destination (OD) points of Beijing-ShanghaiHSR and air as the
reference benchmark, this paper proposed a logit dynamic
evolution model to analyze the dynamic adaptation process of
travelers’ air-to-HSR choice under different HSR speed-up
scenarios and further analyzed the competition range of HSR
and air through the logit allocation model.

At present, most research studies about China’s HSR
network focus on the influence of the HSR network on local
and regional economy [9, 10], urban development [11], and
the aggregation mode of service industry in urban areas [12].
,e research studies about HSR and air mainly focus on the
impact of HSR development on air and the cooperation-
competition development of HSR and air through data
investigation, simulation evaluation, and specific case
studies [6, 13–15]. Many research results have been obtained
through the study of the travelers’ choice of travel mode in
the HSR and air competition environment, and the ticket
price and travel time were considered as the main factors
influencing the travelers’ travel mode choices [16, 17], fol-
lowed by flight frequency and road-feeder service time [2].
Wen et al. further pointed out that some HSR passengers are
more sensitive to the pretrip road-feeder charge than the
time [18]. ,e logit discrete model is adopted as the main
research method, and it is assumed that the decision-maker
is rational and has relevant experience, which is a classical
discrete model based on random utility theory [19].With the
deepening of research, an application system has been
formed with binary logit, multinomial logit, nested logit, and
mixed logit as the main part [20]. ,is theory has further
proved that the ticket price is the main factor affecting
travelers’ air-to-HSR choice [21], and travel purpose is
another important factor affecting the travel mode choice of
the travelers [22].

Different from existing studies, this paper addresses the
issue of the dynamic development direction and process of
travelers’ choice changes. In fact, travel mode choosing
behavior is not a static process. Travelers often demonstrate
limited rationality with incomplete information, value dif-
ferences, and other factors. ,ey will estimate the traffic
volume and cost of different travel modes according to
empirical utility [23].When the traffic environment changes,
travelers’ choosing behavior of trafficmode needs a period of
dynamic adaptation to achieve the optimal stable equilib-
rium state. Evolutionary game, as a dynamic model, can well
describe the dynamic selection process of travelers and
explain the game phenomenon, and it can analyze the
evolution process and evolution result of travelers’ travel
mode selection under the scenarios of HSR speed-up
[24, 25].

Based on the development of classical game theory,
Hotelling model, Cournot model, Bertrand model, and
duopoly model have formed a solid theoretical foundation in
solving the game problems such as analyzing the change of

competition range [7, 26, 27]. Based on evolutionary game
theory, the transfer effect of ticket price on travelers’ travel
mode and the relationship between HSR, air, and travelers’
welfare have been discussed by many scholars [28, 29]. ,e
case in Europe shows that the existing revenue mechanism
of the market of the medium- and long-distance trans-
portation has changed due to the HSR-air competition [15];
the Chinese case shows that the increase of HSR speed has a
significant impact on air transport [30].

In the dynamic models that simulate the learning and
strategies of game players, replication selection mechanism
is the most common one [31]. Based on this, the study has
found out that the HSR-air competition has a significant
impact on the ticket price and market share of both sides
[32], which is further shown in the three major aviation data
reports in China [33]; similarly, the data also show that the
ticket price and the frequency are the two main factors that
lead to the decrease of civil aviation market share [17]; in the
process of strategy selection, when the individual travel
utility has certain constraints, the systemmodel has a unique
solution.

,e empirical utility of participants has been considered
in the study of travelers’ travel mode selection under air and
HSR competition, but the model analysis has focused more
on the static situation and ignored the traveler’s dynamic
strategy. However, the replication selection mechanism, as a
dynamic theoretical model of evolutionary game, has ig-
nored the empirical utility of travelers. Besides, the analysis
of HSR-air competition range needs to be specified. Based on
the above analysis, the main contributions of this study can
be summarized as follows:

(1) An innovative logit dynamic evolutionary game
model has started the first try for travelers’ travel
mode selection under high-speed rail (HSR) speed-
up, considering the individual random utility max-
imization and empirical utility.

(2) A study has been launched on the change of HSR-air
competition range in the transportation distance.
,e proposed sharing ratio of travelers of air and
HSR at different operating speeds, which is based on
HSR-air travel time and the ticket price of origin-
destination (OD) points of Beijing-Shanghai, and the
change of HSR-air competition range in the trans-
portation distance are further analyzed.

,e rest part of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2
introduces the establishment of logit dynamic model; Sec-
tion 3 discusses the logit dynamic model evolution and
stability analysis; Section 4 discusses the dynamic evolution
of travelers’ travel mode and analyzes the HSR-air com-
petition range; and finally, Section 5 summarizes the re-
search findings and limitations.

2. Methodology

2.1. Establishment of Game Model. ,e study assumes that
travelers can only choose the travel mode of HSR and air
between the same origin-destination (OD) points, and the
total demand of long-distance travelers between the same
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OD is N (N> 0). Since the number of travelers in the traffic
network is infinite, the travelers’ travel mode selection can be
regarded as a group evolutionary game problem [34]. In
order to model and analyze it, an assumption of the game
elements can be proposed as follows:

(1) Taking the total number of travelers between the
same OD points as a single group, assuming that
total travel demand of the group is N (in order to
simplify the calculation, the sum of HSR and air
demand can be assumed as a unit 1).

(2) ,e selection strategy set is all the strategies that the
players can choose in the game. According to Xiao’s
research, it is assumed that the pure strategy of the
OD points M� {Air (A), HSR (R)} [34].

(3) In this game, only HSR and air are available. As-
suming that the proportion of travelers choosing air
travel is x, and the probability of choosing HSR is
1 − x [35].

(4) πij indicates the payoff when the opponent adopts j

travel mode and the game player chooses i travel
mode (i � 1, 2; j � 1, 2) (“opponent” is another term
naming the game player in the evolutionary game. In
this paper, opponent can be understood as follows: if
the traveler chooses between HSR and air, some
travelers are named as game player A, and the rest is
named as game player B, and then B can be un-
derstood as A’s opponent) [35].

Since travelers belong to the same type of the income
group and the time cost is same, the game is symmetric.
Travelers can only choose one strategy at a time. In each
travel case, both sides of the game do not know the op-
ponent’s decision-making and its payoff and can only
surmise the next travel plan through continuous trial and
error. ,erefore, the payoff matrix of evolutionary game for
travel mode selection is shown in Table 1.

When both traveler and opponent adopt air travel, it is
usually at the peak season for travel, and air ticket prices are
at a high level, but the obtained payoff by both parties in the
game that achieved their travel purposes is relatively high,
and the payoff can be indicated as π11; when opponents
choose HSR and travelers choose air travel, the original air-
passenger flow decreases, and the operator regulates the
ticket price. At this time, the payoff of travelers choosing air
travel is π12. At present, the ticket price of HSR does not
change much throughout the year between the same OD
points, so no matter what kind of strategies the opponent
adopts, the payoff of travelers choosing HSR is always π2.

With mixed strategy (x, 1 − x), 0≤x≤ 1, the expected
payoff functions [36] of travelers choosing air and HSR
travel are as follows:

E1(x) � π11x + π12(1 − x),

E2(x) � π2x + π2(1 − x),

E � xE1(x) +(1 − x)E2(x),

(1)

where E1(x) and E2(x) indicate the expected payoff func-
tions of choosing air and HSR travel, respectively.

2.2. Mixed Strategy Nash Equilibrium. Mixed strategy Nash
equilibrium is a rational strategy directing against the un-
certainty of other players’ choice. Its main feature is that
each pure strategy as a part of mixed strategy has the same
expectation value [37]. Otherwise, a player will choose the
strategy with the highest expectation and exclude all other
strategies, which means that the original state is not an
equilibrium. According to the definition of the state of
mixed Nash equilibrium, under the two optional modes of
HSR and air, if the mixed strategy (x∗, 1 − x∗) makes the
following inequality hold, then the hybrid strategy will be
seemed as the Nash equilibrium [38]:

E1 x
∗

( ≥E1(x), ∀x ∈ [0, 1],

E2 x
∗

( ≥E2(x), ∀x ∈ [0, 1].
(2)

If the two revenue functions of the mixed strategy are
equal, we can get the following result:

E1 x
∗

(  � E2 x
∗

( , x
∗ ∈ [0, 1]. (3)

Furthermore, we can obtain the Nash equilibrium ex-
pression of the hybrid strategy:

x
∗

�
π2 − π12
π11 − π12

. (4)

2.3. Average Dynamic Evolution Process of Travel Mode
Selection. Based on the evolutionary game, travelers will
adjust their strategies in the process of travel mode selection.
If the adjustment trajectory can converge to the Nash
equilibrium point, it shows that the equilibrium point is
stable; otherwise, it is not stable. ,ere is no guarantee that
the systemwill be stable in the optimal equilibrium state.,e
evolution of travelers’ selection of travel modes will be
deduced in the following parts.

In practice, the actor is not absolutely rational but is
limited by bounded rationality. ,e HSR and air game leads
to changes in travel costs of travelers under HSR speed-up,
and the travel decision-making changes and travel mode
adaptation process meet the inertia and nearsightedness
principles [34]. Inertia can be understood as travelers only
occasionally reconsider their choices; nearsightedness
means travelers modify their choices based on their current
behavior and demands.

First of all, we take into account the probability ex-
pectation value of travelers changing travel mode in infin-
itesimal unit time dt under single OD pair traffic network

Table 1: Payoff matrix of the game of travel mode choices.

Travel mode Air High-speed rail
Air (π11, π11) (π12, π2)
High-speed rail (π2, π12) (π2, π2)
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environment with constant total travel demand. Assuming
that the total travel demand between OD pair is constant q,
the set of alternative modes between the two places is M.
According to the principle of inertia, the time for each
traveler to obtain the opportunity of decision revision obeys
the λ exponential distribution of the parameter [34]. ,e
time distribution of decision revision opportunity for dif-
ferent travelers is independent of each other. ,erefore, each
traveler can expect λdt chances to consider whether to revise
the decision in the next unit interval dt. ,at is to say, at any
time, the probability of a traveler getting a decision-making
correction opportunity is as follows:

1
λ
. (5)

,e probability of keeping the original decision (i.e., no
chance of decision revision) is given as follows:

λ − 1
λ

. (6)

It is further pointed out that the current mode of trans-
portation chosen by travelers is recorded as i ∈M. For the
travelers who have the opportunity of decision revision, the
probability of switching from the current travel mode i to the
other mode j is seen as the conditional conversion probability,
which can be expressed by ρij. According to the principle of
nearsightedness, conditional conversion probability ρij is a
function of the utility Ei of the current travel mode and the
sharing rate X of the network mode. Assuming that the time
distribution of decision revision and decision revision op-
portunity is independent, then for any traveler whose current
travel mode is i, the probability of obtaining decision modi-
fication opportunity and changing travel mode to j at any time
is (ρij/λ), and the probability of maintaining the original travel
mode i is (ρii/λ). ,e relationship is as follows

ρij

λ
+
ρii

λ
� 1. (7)

,e number of decision revision opportunities obtained
by individuals within the time interval [0, t] obeys the ex-
pected λt Poisson distribution. If the current mode share
ratio is X � x, i ∈M{ } and xi indicates the probability of
travelers choosing the travel mode i, then the number of all
travelers with the current travel mode i is qxi, and the
number of decision revision chances obtained by these
travelers in the unit time interval is

qxiλdt. (8)

Multiplying the number of decision revision chances by
the probability of decision revision, the expected value of
travelers who change from travel mode i to travel mode j in
the next unit interval dt is

qxiρijdt � qxiλdt
ρij

λ
. (9)

Furthermore, it can be obtained that in the next unit
interval dt, the expected value of the change in the number of
travelers who choose the travel mode i is

q × dxi � q × 
j∈M

xjρjidt − 
j∈M

xiρijdt⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (10)

where ρij represents the probability of changing from the
travel mode j to the travel mode i.

,en, we can get the continuous differential equation of
average dynamic change of travel mode share rate as follows
[38]:

fxi
′ �

dxi

dt
� 

j∈M
xjρji − 

j∈M
xiρij, (11)

where fxi
′ represents the change rate of the probability of the

traveler’s reselection i in the next time state when the current
travel mode i is selected.

2.4. Establishment of the Logit Dynamic Game Model for
Travel Mode Selection. It is assumed that travelers do not
consider the choice of other travelers but make decisions
based on the maximum principle of empirical utility and
individual random utility. In this case, the conditional
transformation probability ρij conforms to logit discrete
mechanism. Due to the difference and independence be-
tween HSR and air, the conditional conversion probability
ρij of travelers from current travel mode i to travel mode j is
equal to the probability of travel mode j being selected in the
multiple logit model [19]:

ρij �
e

Ej

x∈M Ex( 
. (12)

Substituting formula (12) into average evolution dy-
namic equation (11), the logit dynamic evolution equation
can be obtained as follows:

fxi
′ �

e
Ei

x∈M Ex( 
− xi, (13)

where Ei indicates the expected payoff function of travelers
choosing travel mode i and Ex indicates the expected payoff
of travelers choosing travel mode x.

Substituting the payoff function into the logit dynamic
evolution equation, the logit dynamic model of travelers’
travel mode can be obtained:

dfx

dt
�

1

1 + e
π11−π12( )x+π12−π2[ ]

− x. (14)

In order to simplify the calculation, let
a � π11 − π12, b � π12 − π2. a indicates the payoff difference
of travelers choosing air travel when the opponent of the
game chooses air and HSR, and in the actual system, it
represents the impact of the rapid development of HSR on
air. b indicates the payoff difference of travelers choosing air
and HSR travel when the opponent of the game chooses
HSR, and in the actual system, it represents the travel dif-
ference determined by the nature of different modes of
transportation, which is affected by travel time, travel
comfort, and scientific and technological advancement.
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,erefore, the logit dynamic model of travelers’ travel mode
selection is

dfx

dt
�

1
1 + e

ax+b
− x. (15)

3. Logit Dynamic Model Evolution and
Stability Analysis

,rough solving logit dynamic model (15), its stability is
analyzed. If it is in a stable state, it must meet the condition
that x′ � 0. It is obvious that x � 0 or x � 1 cannot satisfy
the condition of x′ � 0. ,rough a graphic method, the
condition satisfying x′ � 0 is obtained. Let equation (15) be
equal to zero and reorganized as follows:

1
x

− 1 � e
ax+b

. (16)

Taking the logarithm of both sides, equation (17) can be
obtained and solved by a graphical method. Various situ-
ations are shown in Figure 1. According to the different
values of a, b, the solutions of the equations can be divided
into three categories: the unique solution that is x1; two
solutions that are x1 and x2; and three solutions that are
x1, x2, and x3:

y1 � ax + b,

y2 � ln
1
x

− 1 .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(17)

Further derivatives of equations (17) can be obtained as

y1′ � a,

y2′ � −
1

x(1 − x)
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(18)

making

a � −
1

x(1 − x)
, x ∈ (0, 1). (19)

According to the above equation, when x< 0.5 and
a< −4, the coordinates of the tangent points of straight line
y1 and curve y2 are (x0, y0) � (x0, ln((1/x0) − 1)). In this
case, the constants of the critical condition with two and
three intersecting points are b1 � ((1/1 − x0) + y0), b2 �

((1/x0) − y0) and 2< b1 < b2.
Evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) indicates that, if the

majority of the population choose this strategy, no mutation
group of any scale adopting other strategies disturbs this
state [39]. In order to further verify the stability of the
equilibrium point of the system and according to stability
analysis theory of the dynamic system, it can be known that
if second derivative J at the equilibrium point is less than 0,
then the obtained equilibrium point is the evolutionary
stability point, and that is the evolutionarily stable strategy.
,erefore, first continuing to find the derivative of formula
(15), we can get formula (20), and then combining formula

(16), the derivative of the logit dynamic model can be
simplified to

J �
dfx
′

dx
� fx
″ � − 1 +

ae
ax+b

1 + e
ax+b

 
2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (20)

In addition, using (1/x) − 1 instead of eax+b, the de-
rivative of the logit dynamic model can be simplified to

− 1 +
a((1/x) − 1)

(1 +(1/x) − 1)
2  � − 1 +

a((1 − x)/x)

(1/x)
2 

� ax(x − 1) − 1.

(21)

From the above formula, as long as (1/(x(x − 1)))< a,
then J< 0, and the stability of this point can be further
explored. ,e equilibrium point and stability of the logit
dynamic model are shown in Table 2.

,rough the above analysis, the different values of a, b

divide the system into the three following categories: there
are a unique stable equilibrium point, a stable equilibrium
point and an unstable equilibrium point, and two stable
equilibrium points and an unstable point. ,e corre-
sponding system phase diagram is shown in Figure 2.

As x∗1 can be seen from Figure 1, when a> 0, equations
have one unique solution, x∗. According to the equilibrium
point and stability of the logit dynamic model, J< 0, x∗ is the
evolutionary stable strategy point of the system, and only
Figure 2(a) in the phase diagram of the logit dynamic system
meets the condition. In the logit model, parameters a, b

directly cause the change of the evolutionary and stable
equilibrium point of the system that, by analyzing param-
eters a, b, can provide the basis for travelers’ choice of travel
mode and further HSR-air development with HSR speed-up.
If HSR speeds up, the equilibrium point of Figure 2(a) moves
to the right because the ticket price of HSR with the travel
distance of OD is rigid, and travel time is shortened when the
ticket price is not volatile, which can reduce the time cost of
travelers. ,us, the value of a, b is reduced. In this case, the
number of travelers choosing HSR increases. If air travel
wants to reduce the loss of passengers, it must reasonably
adjust ticket prices and improve its services. Parameter b

represents the payoff difference in travel determined by the
inherent characteristics of travel mode. With HSR speed-up,
air-travel operators can increase the payoff of travel by
reducing ticket prices and improving services. At the same
time, HSR could promote the road-feeder service before and
after the journey, so travelers can enjoy better services and
show more public praise. ,erefore, from the evolutionary
game perspective, if air travel wants to slow down the loss of
passenger flow under the condition of HSR speed-up, it must
reduce ticket prices and improve services. If HSR wants to
keep attracting more passengers, it must also set reasonable
ticket prices while remaining a good service.

4. Discussion

In order to further explore the game of travelers choosing
HSR and air travel with HSR speed-up, a MATLAB
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0
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x3
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1

(e)

Figure 1: Logit dynamic choice model. (a) Unique solution: a> −4. (b) Unique solution: a � −4. (c) Unique solution: a< −4, b< b1, b> b2.
(d) Two solutions: a< −4, b � b1, b � b2. (e) ,ree solutions: a< −4, b1 < b< b2.
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numerical simulation was adopted on the model. ,e paper
assumes that there are only the transportationmodes of HSR
and air travel between the OD points, and travelers’ payoff is
the obtained value from travel minus time cost and ticket
price. Since travelers are all of the same group, the final
payoff of whichever mode of travel they choose is the same;
that is,

πi � μ − ti −
mi

c
, (22)

where πi represents the final payoff of travelers choosing
travel mode i; μ represents the value gained by travelers after
the travel, which can be assumed to be the same from the
above analysis; ti represents the travel time of travelers
choosing the travel mode i, which is Si/Vi (Si represents the

distance between OD points, and Vi represents the running
speed of the selected transportation mode i); mi represents
the ticket price of travel mode i chosen by travelers, and c

indicates the unit time cost. According to the latest research,
it can be assumed to 100 (i � 1, 2) [40].

4.1. Dynamic Evolution Analysis of Travelers’ Travel Mode.
Taking the travel time and ticket price of HSR and air travel
between the OD points of Beijing and Shanghai as reference
benchmarks, the payoff is converted into time variables for
further analysis: assuming the value payoff of travelers
completing the travel is μ h; the HSR ticket price is rigid and
remains 550 yuan, and travel time is 5.3 h. Air-travel ticket
prices are volatile, their average value is 970 yuan, and travel
time is 2 h. In order to explore the travel evolution process of

Table 2: Equilibrium point and stability analysis of the logit dynamic model.

Values of a, b Number of equilibrium points Range of equilibrium points Value of J Stability
a> −4, b ∈ R 1 x ∈ (0, 1) J< 0 Stable
a> −4, b � 2 1 x � 0.5 J � 0 Critical
a> −4, b≠ 2 1 x ∈ (0, 0.5)∪ (0.5, 1) J< 0 Stable
a< −4, b ∈ (−∞, b1)∪ (b2, +∞) 1 x ∈ (0, x0)∪ (1 − x0, 1) J< 0 Stable

a< −4, b ∈ b1, b2  2 x1 � x0 J1 � 0 Critical
x2 ∈ (0, x0)∪ (1 − x0, 1) J2 < 0 Stable

a< −4, b1 < b< b2 3 x1,3 ∈ (0, x0)∪ (1 − x0, 1) J1,3 < 0 Stable
x2 ∈ (x0, 1 − x0) J2 > 0 Unstable

F (x)

0
x∗

1 x1

(a)

F (x)

0
x∗

1 x∗

2 x1

(b)

F (x)

0
x1x∗

1 x∗

2

(c)

F (x)

0
x1x∗

1 x∗

2 x∗

3

(d)

Figure 2: Phase diagram of the logit dynamic system. (a) One stable point. (b) One stable point and one unstable point. (c) One stable point
and one unstable point. (d) Two stable point and one unstable point.
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travelers with HSR speed-up, three scenarios with HSR
running speed of 300, 400, and 600 km/h, respectively, were
set for comparative analysis.

Scenario 1. When HSR running speed is 300 km/h, the final
payoff of travelers choosing HSR is π2 � μ − 5.3 − 5.5 h;
when both sides of the game choose air to travel, the increase
in air-passenger flow leads to a corresponding increase in
ticket prices that is equivalent to 0.5 h, and total travel payoff
π11 � μ − 2 − 10.2 h; when the opponent of the game chooses
HSR and travelers choose air, an air operating company
appropriately attracts travelers by lowering ticket prices,
equivalent to 0.5 h, and the total payoff of travelers
π12 � μ − 2 − 9.2 h. ,e game payoff matrix of Scenario 1 is
shown in Table 3, and the dynamic evolution of travelers’
travel mode is shown in Figure 3. ,e evolution stable value
is (0.6645, 0.3355).

Scenario 2. When HSR running speed is 400 km/h after
speed-up, the travel time of travelers choosing HSR is re-
duced, equivalent to 1.3 h, and final travel payoff is
π2 � μ − 4 − 5.5 h; when both sides of the game choose air to
travel, the increase of air-travel passenger flow leads to a
corresponding increase in ticket price. However, due to HSR
speed-up, the increase rate of ticket price is reduced,
equivalent to 0.4 h, and total travel payoff is
π11 � μ − 2 − 10.1 h; when the opponent of the game chooses
HSR and travelers choose air travel, the air operating
company lowers ticket prices to attract passengers, equiv-
alent to 1 h with HSR speed-up, and the total payoff of
travelers at this time is π12 � μ − 2 − 8.7: ,e game payoff
matrix of Scenario 2 is shown in Table 4, and the dynamic
evolution of travelers’ travel mode is shown in Figure 4. ,e
evolution stable value is (0.4169, 0.5831).

Scenario 3. When the running speed of the HSR is 600 km/h
after speed-up, the cost of travel-time reduction of travelers
choosing HSR is equivalent to 2.6 h, and the final travel
payoff is π2 � μ − 2.7 − 5.5 h; when both sides of the game
choose air to travel, the increase of air-passenger flow leads
to a corresponding increase in air ticket prices. However,
with the influence of HSR speed-up, the increase rate of
ticket price is also reduced, which is equivalent to 0.1 h, and
total travel payoff is π11 � μ − 2 − 9.8 h; when opponents of
the game choose HSR and travelers choose air travel, the air
operating company appropriately lowers ticket prices to
attract travelers. Under the pressure of HSR speed-up,
ticket-price reduction is equivalent to 2 h, and the total
payoff of travelers at this time π12 � μ − 2 − 7.7 h. ,e game
payoff matrix of Scenario 3 is shown in Table 5, and the
dynamic evolution of travelers’ travel mode is shown in
Figure 5. ,e evolution stable value is (0.2727, 0.7273).

,rough comparative analysis of the three above sce-
narios, under the condition of HSR speed-up, the proportion
of air travel gradually decreases, and HSR becomes the
preferred mode for travelers. When HSR running speed is
400 km/h, the travel-time cost of travelers is reduced,
making the proportion of travel by HSR gradually increase
from 33.55% to 58.31%, and the proportion of air travel

gradually decreases from 66.45% to 41.69%. When HSR
running speed is 600 km/h, the travel-time cost of travelers is
reduced, making the proportion of travel by HSR gradually
increase from 58.31% to 72.73%, and the proportion of travel
by air gradually decreases from 41.69% to 27.27%. When

Table 3: Game payoff matrix of Scenario 1.

Travel mode Air High-speed rail (HSR)
Air (μ − 12.2, μ − 12.2) (μ − 11.2, μ − 10.8)

HSR (μ − 10.8, μ − 11.2) (μ − 10.8, μ − 10.8)
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Figure 3: Dynamic evolution of travelers’ travel mode under
300 km/h.

Table 4: Game payoff matrix of Scenario 2.

Travel mode Air HSR
Air (μ − 12.1, μ − 12.1) (μ − 10.7, μ − 9.5)

HSR (μ − 9.5, μ − 10.7) (μ − 9.5, μ − 9.5)
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Figure 4: Dynamic evolution of travelers’ travel mode under 400
km/h.
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Table 5: Game payoff matrix of Scenario 3.

Travel mode Air HSR
Air (μ − 11.8, μ − 11.8) (μ − 9.7, μ − 8.2)

HSR (μ − 8.2, μ − 9.7) (μ − 8.2, μ − 8.2)
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Figure 5: Dynamic evolution of travelers’ travel mode under 600 km/h.

Table 6: Relevant parameters of HSR and air travel.

Parameter αi mi Si/Vi c εi

HSR 0.99 553 — 100 0.7
Air 0.97 970 <3 100 1
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Figure 6: Evolution of HSR-air competition.
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HSR running speed increased by 100 km/h, that is, from 300
to 400 km/h, the proportion of travelers increased by
24.76%. However, when the speed increased from 400 to
600 km/h, the proportion of travelers increased by 14.42%.
,ough speed-increase rates were double, the increase rates
of travelers decreased by nearly half. ,at is because when
speed increased from 300 to 400 km/h and from 400 to
600 km/h, there was a decrease of marginal utility of HSR
speed-up.

4.2. Evolution Analysis of Competition Range between HSR
and Air Travel. ,e above research proves that, with HSR
speed-up, HSR attracts more travelers, and the source of
passengers for air travel is further squeezed. ,e research
showed that HSR speed is still slower than that of air travel
after HSR speed-up, but it can extend its advantages and
compete with air travel in longer travel distances. ,e
evolution of the range of competition with HSR speed-up is
further explored by quantitative analysis in the following
part of the paper, which studies the change of the share rate
of HSR and air travel with the change of travel distance. For a
better description, the parameters of safety and environment
are introduced in the study, and πi is converted into utility
function [7]:

πi � αi

μ − Si

Vi − mi/c
 εi. (23)

,e logit share model in the HSR-air game was set as
follows [41]:

P(i) �
e
πi


n
i�1 e

πi
, (24)

where P(i) indicates the probability of choosing travel mode
i; n indicates the provided travel mode; and πi is a utility
function. ,e parameters in formulas (23) and (24) take the
data of Beijing-Shanghai HSR and air travel as analysis
objects, and previous studies were reviewed [42, 43]. ,e
quantitative research indices are shown in Table 6, and the
evolution curve of the share model is shown in Figure 6.

,rough MATLAB numerical simulation, the change of
the market-share rate of air and HSR travel under the
condition of HSR speed-up was obtained, as shown in
Figure 6. When HSR speed increased from 300 to 600 km/h,
the intersection of the two curves obviously moved to the
right, indicating that the HSR comparative advantage range
was extended, the HSR market share increased, the absolute
advantage range of air travel shifted to longer-distance
travel, and HSR-air competition range expanded.

5. Conclusion

On the basis of analysis of HSR speed-up, the paper sys-
tematically summarized the operation and development of
HSR and air, established a logit dynamic evolution game
model on the basis of the bounded rationality of travelers,
and obtained the equilibrium point and stability of travelers’
choice in the process of system evolution by using

mathematical analysis methods. Finally, through data sim-
ulation, changes in the share rate of HSR and air travel, and
further expansion of the competition range is obtained.
Conclusions are as follows:

(1) ,ere is a unique stable strategy for the evolution of
travel modes. Under the bounded rationality of
travelers, the impact of HSR speed-up on travelers’
travel modes is slowly progressive. Travelers are
eventually more likely to choose HSR after contin-
uously improving their strategies. In this process, it is
better for the two operating companies to adjust
their services in time and make relative preparations.

(2) With the increase of speed in the same range, the
evolution process has different convergence, which
indicates that, besides a single variable (speed, ticket
price, etc.), the service of HSR and air travel has great
influence on traveler choices. ,e competition range
expands to longer-distance travels, the range in
which HSR has a comparative advantage extends,
and air travel is influenced as its market share
shrinks.

(3) ,e ticket price of air travel is relatively volatile. As
HSR gradually dominates the market, it is of great
importance for airlines to provide better services and
cheaper tickets to keep their customers.

In MATLAB simulation, the selected data were not
adequate enough. Real-time big data to further analyze the
development of HSR and air travel by the logit dynamic
evaluation of the evolutionary game and the evolution of
travelers with the change of ticket prices are topics that
require further research.
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